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above that lonely plain. The two far specks getting
larger and larger, the excitement and speculation as to
what they could be, the feeling of human touch as they
sailed past, and then silence and void as they sped away
on their long journey. It was fine weather and we
passed over the "Land of Conjecture** quite comfort-
ably. The last part of the trip was pretty bumpy, but
nothing out of the way. As we approached L.G. D I
saw a Vimy on the ground; this turned out to be Smylie.
I sailed round and tried to drop a smoke candle, which
turned out to be a dud. At last Smylie fired a Very
light which gave just enough smoke to give me the
direction of the wind. I made quite a good landing.
I took in 60 gallons of petrol.
L.G. D to Ziza. Smylie and I went on together.
"Valkyrie" was very slow, whether due to my old Aboukir
propellers, which I had had on since I took her over,
or to the fact that she had done nearly 300 hours; and
Smylie drew ahead. I more or less cut across from Azrak
to Kasr Kharana and did not follow the track closely.
I lost some height as I drew towards the fort, and had
to open up again to climb over the Jebel Mugher.
I had the Vimy in sight until we were approaching
Ziza. Although it was quite early in the day Smylie
and I decided we would not push on to Heliopolis>
but stay and look over our engines. I spent the after-
noon re-rigging one of the rudder controls with Corporal
Searle, as I found it was crossed between the two pulleys
underneath the seat.
In the evening we took a tender and paid a visit to
the ruin of Meshetta, 2 miles from Ziza, where the
plough track starts off to the Jebel Mugher. I got
some interesting photos of the fine deeply incised carving.

